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Standards and Correlations
U.S. Standards

• CCSS

Reading Levels
• Learning A-Z Leveling System
• Fountas & Pinnell

21st Century Skills Support
• Creativity
• Collaboration
• Communication
• Critical Thinking

Suggested Uses
• Reading Curriculum Support
• Intervention
• Special Education
• Summer Reading

Adapting Reading Instruction to Grow Successful Readers

Delivering online instruction proven to improve students’ literacy rates, Headsprout is an 
engaging, online reading curriculum that helps students develop key foundational reading 
and comprehension skills. The product employs a patented, scaffolded instructional system that 
automatically adapts to the specific needs and learning pace of each student. Headsprout has received 
favorable reviews from trusted organizations such as the Florida Center for Reading Research and What 
Works Clearinghouse.

 • Provides online reading instruction tailored to each student
 • Proven to boost test scores and literacy rates
 • Ensures student mastery with benchmark assessments 
 • Helps struggling readers quickly catch up to their peers
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Students learn that 
letters make sounds, 
sounds combine to 
make words, and 
words combine to 
make sentences.

Students learn and practice 
strategies for answering 
questions about text, including 
literal questions, inferential 
questions, questions about 
main idea, and vocabulary 
questions.

Reading Comprehension episodes provide students with the skills and strategies  
necessary to understand and answer questions about what they read. 

Early Reading episodes teach basic phonemic and phonetic elements 
and build on them to expand students’ vocabulary and help them begin 
practicing early comprehension skills.

More advanced Early Reading  
episodes begin to teach students 
how to use comprehension skills  
to answer questions about a text.

K–5
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Advanced Reading Comprehension 
episodes allow students to apply 
all the skills and strategies they’ve 
learned to answer questions about 
texts and prepare for classroom and 
standardized testing environments. 
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Multiple levels of error correction 
embedded within the sequence 
ensure student mastery before 
moving on.

Benchmark assessments are automatically given 
to students after key episodes. 

K–5
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Episodes 40–50: Moving  
Towards Proficiency
Students’ answers begin to require 
more complex reasoning and 
prepare them for classroom and 
standardized testing environments. 

 • Use prior knowledge to answer 
inferential questions

 • Work with increasingly complex 
illustrations that accompany text, 
such as cross-section diagrams

 • Learn to check their answers 
before moving on as immediate 
feedback is withdrawn

Resources Available in Headsprout K–5

Early Reading  
Episodes
Episodes 1–23: Cracking  
the Code
Students are introduced to basic 
phonemic elements and words. 

 • Find sounds in words 
(segmenting)

 • Say contiguous sounds 
(blending)

 • Incorporate blended sounds to 
form words and begin to read 
for understanding through short, 
decodable stories

Reading Comprehension 
Episodes
Episodes 1–25: Mastering  
the Basics
Students are introduced to 
and begin to develop core 
comprehension strategies that help 
them follow and interpret text. 

 • Answer four types of 
comprehension questions 

 • Identify which comprehension 
strategy is appropriate to answer 
a question 

 • Begin reading longer passages, 
including expository text and 
multi-chapter stories

Episodes 41–56: Accelerate  
and Diversify
The pace continues to pick up as 
students are introduced to multiple 
sounds in each episode. 

 • Practice segmenting and 
decoding with compound and 
nonsense words

 • Begin using basic 
comprehension strategies

Reports

 • Teacher & Administrator 
Dashboards

 • Activity Reports

 • Comprehension Skill Reports

 • Reading Strategy Skill Reports

 • Classroom Episode  
Score Reports

Advanced Reading 
Comprehension Episodes

Episodes 1-23: Mastering  
the Basics
Students are introduced to 
and apply core comprehension 
strategies that help them follow 
and interpret texts. 

 •  Answer four types of 
comprehension questions

 •  Identify which comprehension 
strategy is appropriate to answer 
a question

 • Work with new vocabulary, 
including synonyms, idioms,  
and prefixesEpisodes 24–40: Making  

Sense Out of Reading
Students are introduced to new 
concepts at an accelerated pace. 

 • Formulate basic sentences

 • Read stories increasing in  
length and complexity

 • Increase their reading vocabulary 
to up to 500 words

Episodes 57–80: Reading for 
Meaning and Enjoyment
Students are introduced to poetry 
and expository text as they work 
towards moving on to more 
complex skills. 

 • Experience more challenging 
comprehension and critical 
thinking activities

 • Extend passage-reading fluency

 • Increase their reading vocabulary 
up to 5,000 words

Episodes 26–39: Applying  
New Skills
Students continue to apply 
various comprehension strategies 
to answer questions across 
increasingly complex texts.

 • Formulate answers from 
increasingly complex text

 • Answer diagram-based questions

 • Use information found in the  
text to develop complete 
hierarchical, Venn, sequence, 
and cluster diagrams

Placement Test

 • Automated Placement 
Test

Episodes 24-40: Extending 
the Strategies
Students continue to apply 
various comprehension 
strategies to answer questions  
across diverse texts. 

 • Read and answer questions 
about folktales, dramas, poems, 
advertisements, persuasive 
essays, and instructional texts

 • Compare and contrast  
different texts

 • Answer questions about 
characters and setting, facts and 
opinions, and author’s purpose

Episodes 41-50: Moving 
Towards Proficiency
Students apply all the skills and 
strategies they’ve learned to 
answer questions about texts 
and prepare for classroom 
and standardized testing 
environments. 

 •  Answer questions about texts 
and find supporting details

 •  Work with illustrations that 
accompany texts, such as 
labeled diagrams

 • Learn to check their answers 
before moving on as immediate 
feedback is withdrawn 

Episodes 41–56: Accelerate  
and Diversify
 • Read stories that introduce new 
vocabulary, decodable words, 
and themes
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